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LONG-TERM PLANNING AND EVALUATION

I. INTRODUCTION

At its XVIII Meeting, the Directing Council of the Pan American

Health Organization, mn Resolution XIX, expressed its support for the

proposal to provide a review of existing procedures and to prepare a com-

prehensive report for the proposed program period 1972-1976 and requested

the Director to give special attention, as part of that report, to the
long-range plannmng and evaluation of PAHO in relation to activities of

the organizations of the inter-American system.

In response to that resolution this comprehensive report has been

prepared on the formulation and !mplementation of PAHO programs, on the

method to be used in the process of planning in the countries and economic

development, and on areas in which its activities are bemng coordinated

with those of agencies of the inter-American system.

Because of its nature, functions_ and mode of operation, PAHO/WHO

depends for the establishment of its policy on the decisions of the coun-

tries either individually or collectively. Hence its long-term planning zs

determined both by the nature of the prevalent problems and by national and

regional health and development policies.

II. HEALTH POLICIES

National Health Policy

This is reflected in a national health plan, if any, or in partial

planning and the trends of the health services in the country and investments
made in the health sector. It constitutes a local element that must be clearly

ldentifzed so that it can act as a determining factor in plannzng the assis-

tance activities of the Organization. Generally speaking, most of the Latin

American countries are in various stages of planning, following approaches

adjusted to the local situation as manifested by the nature of the problems,
the resources assigned, and the orientation deriving from the level of the

polltico/admznistrative decision.

In formulating its national health policy, each Government takes into

consideration the decisions of the Governing Bodies of international organm-

zations that are directly or indirectly related to the health problems in its

country.

Regional Health Policy

The incorporation of health activities into economic and social develop-

ment activities which PAHO/WHO had been advocating since 1959 was recognized

in the Act of Bogota in 1960.(1)
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Accordingly, the American Republics signed the Charter of Punta

del Este which defined an action program for the period 1961-1971, the

mamn purpose of which was to accelerate economic and social development (2).
In the health field the objective establzshed was as follows: "to increase

lmfe expectancy at birth by a minimum of five years... To attain this goal

it wzll be necessary to provide adequate potable water supply and sewage t
dmsposal to not less than 70 per cent of the urban and 50 per cent of the

rural population; to reduce the present mortality rate of chmldren less

than 5 years of age by at least one half; to control the more serzous com-

municable diseases...; to eradmcate those mllnesses, especmally malarma,

for whmch effective techniques are known; to improve nutrmtlon; to train

medical and health personnel to meet at least minmmum requirements; to
zmprove basic health services at natmonal and local levels; and to mnten-

slfy scientifmc research ... ". To achieve these objectives, a ten-year
publmc health program was drawn up. It provided for the preparation of

national health plans, the improvement of statistmcs, the proviszon of

personnel training, the expansion of urban and rural health services, sanl-

tatmon programs, the control or eradication of diseases, and the improvement
of nutrition.

Both the Act of Bogota and the Charter of Punta del Este emphasized

the need for the simultaneous promotion of social welfare and econommc

development. Thanks to the endeavors of public health workers of the
Continent and the efforts of PAHO/WHO, health activmtmes have been zncor-

porated into economic and social development activities. By the same token,
the Governing Bodies of the Organization and the Specmal Meetings of the

Mmnmsters of Health have defined the strategy to be followed in achievmng

the objectives of the Ten-Year Publmc Health Program.

The Fzrst Special Meetmng of the Mlnisters (3), which was held in

1963, recommended a series of measures for mmplementing the above-mentioned

program. Subsequently the principle that the improvement of health condm-

tions is fundamental to the economic and social development of Latin America

was supported by the Meeting of the Presmdents of America held in 1967 (4)
when they reaffirmed the need to contmnue activities for attazning the goals

o_ the Charter of Punta del Este, namely the control or eradicatmon of com-

municable diseases, the provmsion of water supply and sewage disposal servmces,

the improvement of nutrition, and personnel training. They recommended that

maternal and child health programs include educational programs on overall
fammly guidance methods, and emphasized the advisabmlmty of incorporating %

natmonal and regmonal health plans into general development plans as early

as the pre-investment phase. The measures recommended by the Fmrst Specmal

Meeting of Ministers, which were confmrmed and added to by the Declaratmon

of the Preszdents of America, were consIdered at the Second Meeting of Mmnmsters

held in 1968 (5). That meeting discussed the progress made mn achmevzng those

ob0ectives and reiterated the need to intensify health planning, to gmve due

attention to health and population dynamics, and to expand programs of research
on health.

In virtue of Resolution XXXVII, the Directing Council of the Pan American

Health Organzzation, at its XVII Meeting, deczded to incorporate into the policy

of the Organmzation the proposals set forth in the Declaration of the Presidents
of America.
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This then is how the present health policy for the Region was

defined. It constitutes one of the terms of reference guiding the pro-

jectlon of PASB/WHO assistance activities in the coming years.

World Health Policy

This is derived from the dec!sions taken by the Sixteenth General

Assembly of the United Nations (1961) on the First Development Decade in

which it was suggested to the countries that they intensify their efforts

to accelerate economic and social progress. The Governing Bodies of WHO,

interpreting the above-mentioned recommendation in the health field, recom-
mended that countries adopt a ten-year plan with such objectives as: a) pre-

paration of national health plans for the development of public health pro-
grams, coordinating these programs with other related plans in the economic

and soczal fields; b) education and training of health personnel; c) estab-

lzshment of goals and targets for the decade; d) assignment of increased

national resources to the control of disease and the improvement of health.

Subsequently, in 1968, the Twenty-First World Health Assembly

adopted Resolution WHA21.49 (7) which recommended that the Regional Com-

mittees give particular attention to long-term health planning and the

formulatmon and evaluatmon of health programs and to the possibilities of

regmonal and !nter-regional cooperation zn the development of such plans.

These ideas are in accord with the goals of the Second United Nations

Development Decade, which will begin in 1971 and in the course of whzch it

is hoped to quicken the econommc and social development of the countrmes
initiated zn the first decade.

III. PAHO/WHO PLANNING

In general terms, the work of the Organization is derived from the

programs of the Governments and is based on the regional health policy,

bearing in mind coordination with agencies of the znter-American and United

Nations systems. To begin with, international agencies, and in particular

multilateral agencies, cannot operate as autonomous agencies; on the contrary,

their activities are complementary to and not substitutes for the activities

sponsored and undertaken by Governments. For several years PAHO/WHO plying

has been carried out in program areas in which each country or group of coun-

tries wishes to obtain the assistance of the Organization. The program has

j been prepared in two stages; the fmrst, at the country level, on the basis
of the consultations with the national health authorities, the second, at the

zone or headquarters level, at which proposals and data received from the

country are compiled with a view to establishing a regional program and budget,

which is subsequently submitted to the Directing Council and, on being approved,
becomes the program of work of PAHO. The projects financed with funds from

the World Health Organization are transmitted to the Director-General for in-

corporation mn the WHO program. The decision to respond to the requests of the

countries depends on the priorities assigned by the health authorities, and the

funds avamlable to the Organization. In this way the projection of activities

and funds is made for a period of three years.
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Method

The proposal to adopt longer-term plann!ng, four years or more,

has made mt necessary to revise present procedures and to devmse a method

which, for the purposes of planning PASB/WHO activities, may be applmed

to all countries and to the Region, and which relates health plans to econom-

ic and socmal development plans. In addlt!on to being a consolidated, uni-

tary and mmnmmum system it must be adapted to the different circumstances

surroundmng health and diseases mn the Amermcas. In devmsmng it the follow-

ing consmderatlons have been taken into account:

- Health actlvltmes must be planned in the context of the

economic and social development of the country in each period
in whmch they are analyzed and pro0ected. 0nly the strmctly
essentmal indmcators wmll be used.

- The mmnimum system would be suffmciently flexible to allow

projectmons to be made mn specifmed countrmes on the basis of
further data.

- The system must enable prmorltmes to be establmshed, the

actlvmtmes to be undertaken by the Organmzation to be defzned,

and a budget to be prepared in accordance wmth the categormes

at present in force.

- The targets of the Ten-Year Pub!lc Health Program of the Charter
of Punta del Este wmll be used as yardstmcks.

- National health plans, if being implemented, will be the basms
of 4-year projectmons of the Organizatmon.

- In the countries which have only reached the stage of an ap-

praisal of the health smtuatmon, the data collected wmll be zn-

cluded in the system to be used by PAHO/WHO.

- Where a country has no plan or has made no appraisal of the

health situation, sources of mnformation to be used wmll be

offmcial sources, such as those of the United Nations or of
the OAS - in the case of econommc and social mndlcators - and

those of PAH0/WHO in the case of vital and health statistics,

resources,andservices.

- The system will be put mnto practice through the jomnt efforts
of internatmonal and natmonal public health workers. The as-

smstance proposals of WHO and PAH0 must be subject to yearly

scrutmny by the central offmce mn formulating the mntegrated

PAHO/WHO program and budget and to the decismons of the PAHO

Dmrectmng Council and Conference and the World Health Assembly.
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The method proposed, which is at present being worked out, is to be
known as "Four-year Projections of PAHO/WHO Assistance in the Americas". It

is a dynamic method and is based on joint efforts of national and interna-

tional public health workers in each phase of local activities. The procedure

will consist of the following steps:

1. Joint definition of the health situation in the country
and of the determining factors.

2. Joint formulation of proposed changes in the situation in

a specified period, in the light of economic and social

development.

3- Identification of problem areas (priorities).

4. Definition of the activities required to bring about the
changes planned, in the light of:

a) national health policy as expressed in a health plan

or the national economic social development plan or

implicit in general programming and the way in which

resources are assigned.

b) regional policy established by the Governing Bodies

and which, in the present decade, is reflected in the
goals of the Charter of Punta del Este.

5. Analysis of the activities which the country will carry out
and identification of the areas in which immediate and future

PAH0/WHO assistance is needed. Preparation of a stock of pro-

jects, selection of feasible projects.

6. Formulation of PAHO/WH0 assistance programs and determina-

tion of base lines for evaluation. Preparation of PAHO/WHO

budgetary requirements.

7. Annual evaluation to ascertain progress in achieving the

objectives of the project.

8. Redefinition of objectives and priorities, analysis of new

J areas and problems, and beginning of a new cycle.

The details of the method will be worked out in the second half of

1969, and it is expected to put it into use in the course of the present

year for the program period 1970-1974. Therefore, sufficient experience
will be available to allow procedures to be refined and joint planning im-

proved for the period 1972-1976.
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Evaluation

An evaluatzon procedure zs already being used to measure the results

of the assistance activztles of PAHO/WHO. As already pomnted out, these

actzvities are complementary to those carrzed out by the Governments so

that the applmcatmon of the system bemng tested ms based on mnformation

from offmcmal sources. It ms to be hoped that the process wml! be gradually
extended, especially when a natmonal health plan is mn operatmon. The scheme

provmdes for periodical evaluatmon at the regional and natzonal levels as

well as the redefinition of assistance areas !n accordance with the progress

made. Basic factors mn thms system of evaluation are the measurement of the

degree of achzevement of the objectmves and aims of the program mn which

PAHO/WHO is assmstlng; the prmority of the problems whmch those programs

and projects are intended to solve; and the effectmveness of the procedures

used to solve them. Evaluatmon ms thus coordinated wzth planning and !s of

use in decmding on the necessary changes mn polmcy, mn priormtmes, and mn
the allotment and reallotment of resources.

Factors Condmtmonmng the P!annmng

Several factors that must be taken mnto account mn the plannmng for

the permod 1972-1976 are mmmedmately obvmous. One ms the redefmnztlon of

objectmves for the permod, mn the lmght of the progress made mn achmevmng

the goals of Punta del Este. These results will necessarily have to be

reviewed and evaluated in the next two years. The financing of the health

sector wmll also undoubtedly influence the plannmng of PAH0/WHO activmtmes.

In the same way, the Second Unmted Natmons Development Decade, in mts world-

wmde projections and mts bearing on health activmties, must be taken into
account.

The degree of success in attamnmng the goals of Punta del Este wmll
determmne the actmvmties to be undertaken mn the permod beginning mn 1972.

The appramsals made for Latmn America as a whole show that for the year
1967 (8) substantial progress had already been made mn several fields. Lmfe

expectancy at bmrth, the objectmve for whmch was an mncrease of five years

for the period 1961-1971, had reached 2.3 years between 1960 and 1966 and it

is expected that at least 80 per cent of the objective wmll be achmeved by

1971. In infant mortality less than 50 per cent of the target had been

achieved by the end of the fmrst five years of the decade. Mortalmty of

children between the ages of i and 4 years had declined more quickly; in

South Amermca more than 90 per cent of the reduction recommended for the %
fmrst fmve years of the decade was obtazned and mn Middle Amermca, 69 per

cent. In the case of water supplzes the program was clearly successful mn

urban areas, since 19 out of 24 countries had exceeded the target of pro-

vmdzng 70 per cent of the urban populatmon wmth water servmce. Nevertheless,
estimates show that, by 1971, only 23 per cent of the rural populatmon would

have such services. Accordmng to mnformation provmded by the countrzes, if

the Punta del Este goal ms to be achieved by 1971, mt will be necessary to

provmde water services for 35.5 mmllmon inhabmtants of urban areas and 45.5
millmon of rural areas. Enormous mnvestments wmll be requmred and mt wmll be

necessary to redefmne the objectives both mn quantmty and over tzme, particu-

larly mn the rural areas.
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Progress has been made in eradicating malaria; it is estimated that,

by the end of the decade, programs will be in operation in all the malarious

areas of Latin Amermca and that an increasing number of persons will be

living in areas in the maintenance and consolidation phases. It is also

expected that smallpox eradication will be in its final stages. High prz-

or!ty will continue to be given to nutrition and feeding in the vulnerable
sectors of the population. The possibilities of improving the diets of

$
persons will depend on the food and nutrition policy guiding national produc-

tmon, imports, and exports of foodstuffs and provzdmng for the coordination

of public and private institutions that contrzbute to,or participate in,the

program. The extension of health service coverage, which has shown definite

progress, will continue to receive the necessary emphasis in the rural areas.
The development of health manpower will be given priority in the remainder

of this decade and in the following decade.

The Governments are aware of the importance of improving available

resources, and of new domestic investments or external capital. As already

stated, the countries are at different stages of health plan formulation

and implementation. The weakness of the administrative structures and

methods, which has become evident, is receiving increasing attention by the

national authorities. Furthermore, despite the efforts made to coordinate

health plans with economic and social development plans, much remains to be

done. The interest of the countries in giving due consideration to health

and population dynamics, as set forth in the Declaration of the Presmdents

of America, indicates that by the end of the present decade an increasing

number of countries will have established a population policy, which wmll

determine PAHO/WHO assistance in this field.

These comments have, it is hoped, thrown some light on pertinent

considerations in reformulating regional health policy in the years sub-

sequent to 1971.

As to the availability of resources for financmn$ the health sector

according to recent information (9) in Latin America, in the period 1961-1968,
there was an increase in mnvestments in the social sector, especially in

education and health. Increasing difficulty is being experienced mn obtain-

ing funds from the public sector for carrying out health programs. The prob-
lem has three aspects: how to improve the output of present resources in terms

of more and better services; what are the possmbilities of developing internal

mechanisms for the financing of the services either from the public or przvate

sector; and finally, what are the prospects for multinational and international
financing.

. Several activities are being promoted by the United Nations in prepara-

tion for the Second Development Decade. A preliminary document (6) containing
the comments of the Member Governments and organmzations has been circulated

and was discussed at the meetings of the Development Planning Committee of
the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations in March of this year.

It descrmbes the likely trends in several program areas in each of the Regions

and also suggests some changes mn the order of prioritmes, pointzng out that
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specmfied fzelds will continue to receive preferential attentmon such as
health planning, development of health manpower, control of communicable

dmseases, maternal and chmld health, nutrition and sanitatmon.

IV. RELATIONS WITH AGENCIES OF THE INTER-AMERICAN SYSTEM

As indmcated in Resolutmon XIX, the Directmng Council of the Pan

Amermcan Health Organmzatzon at mrs XVIII Meetmng requested the Dmrector

to gzve specmal attentzon, as part of his report or in a separate document,

to the long-range plannzng and evaluation of PAHO/WH0 mn relatzon to ac-

tlvmtles of organizations of the inter-American system, zn particular the

Inter-American Development Bank and the Organization of American States.

The econommc and social development of Latin Amermca delmneated mn

the Charter of Punta del Este and subsequently reemphasmzed at the Meeting
of Presmdents held in 196_ also constitutes the frame of reference for these

agenemes.

In general, mt may be stated that the activmtmes of all those organm-
zatmons have been coordmnated wmth those of PAHO/WH0. There ms also a

growing interest mn the coordmnatlon of plans in pertmnent areas.

Organmzation of Amerzcan States

There are many specific areas of OAS programs whmch are closely related

to the actmvmtles for the protection and promotzon of health, the development

of health m_power, and research contemplated mn the long-term PAHO/WHO plan-

nmng. They include social, economic and sclentmfmc and technologmcal aspects

of the OAS program. These actmvmtmes are carried out either by the Pan American

Unmon or the specialized organizations of the OAS. PAHO/WHO also assists the

OAS and mts commmttees mn coordmnatmng econommc and social development activi-
tzes wmth health activities.

The areas mn whzch cooperation has been closest are personnel training
programs, foot-and-mouth disease, housing, water supply, socza! security, stat-

zstmcs, population, community development, scmence and technology, and chzld
care.

Personnel Tramnin_

Thms ms a matter of fellowships. The OAS Fellowshmp Program is a

regular, contznuing, and educatmonal actmvity, the purpose of which ms to con-

tribute to the economic, social, sczentmfzc and cultural development of its

Member States. Fellowships are awarded for advanced training abroad according

to the needs expressed by their Governments. Fellowshmps are awarded to mn-
dividuals and not to mnstitutions.

Four staff members of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau are members of

the Advmsory Board of the OAS Fellowship Program and provide technmcal assis-

tance by revmewlng applications for fellowships in fields relating to health.
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The OAS also has a professorship program by means of which it provides
teaching znstitutlons with vismtmng professors. In this program, also,

P_IO/WHO gives technmcal advice on some health related aspects. This

jomnt work will be expanded as the personnel training needs of other pro-
grams are defined.

Foot-and-Mouth Disease Program

In 1951, at the request of the Organization of American States,

PAH0/WH0 took on the organizatmon and administration of the Pan American

Foot-and-Mouth Dmsease Center, which was fmnanced as an OAS Technical
Cooperatmon Progr_a. In vmew of its international character and the economic

zmportance of foot-and-mouth disease, the IA-ECOSOC in 1966 asked the OAS

and PAHO/WHO to devise a scheme for the stable financmng of the Center, mn

consultation with the Governments of the Hemisphere. This study related to

the financing proposal was submitted to the Fifth Annual Meeting of the
IA-ECOSOC in 1967 whzch reaffirmed that PAH0/WHO should continue to be

technmcally and administratively responsible for that Center. At its

XVII Meeting in Trinzdad and Tobago the Directmng Council of the Pan

Amermcan Health Organization approved the first budget of the Center.
These deczsmons and resolutions were confirmed at the First Inter-American

Meeting at the Ministerial Level on Foot-and-Mouth Dmsease and Zoonoses

Control, held in 1968. For sixteen years funds from the Technical Coopera-

tmon Program enabled the above-mentioned Center to develop and to become

a reference and coordinatmon center for the prevention and control of the

dmsease in the Hemisphere.

In July 1968 the Secretary General of the Organizatmon of American

States formally transferred the Center to PAHO/WH0. As resolved by IA-ECOSOC

and CIAP, PAHO/WHO will continue to submit the annual report and the program
and budget of the Center to the OAS. It will also collaborate with the OAS

Technical Cooperation Program, especially in the matter of fe!lowshmps and

training activities.

Housmng and Urban Development

Considerable coordination has been achieved between PAHO/WHO and the

Inter-Amermcan Housing and Plannmng Center (CINVA). A PASB/WH0 sanztary

engineer serves as a !mamson officer and, in addmtlon, helped with the teach-

· mng in the tramning courses of that Center. PASB/WHO ms also represented
at the inter-agency meetings on housing and urban development. Future pos-

szbmlitzes of concerted actzon between the OAS, through CINVA, and PASB/WHO,

through the Pan American Sanitary Engineering Center (CEPIS), wzl! focus on

three points which are intimately related wmth the CEPIS development program:

a) collection and analysis of basic data on envmronmental and socio-economic

conditmons and the health situation in the countries_ b) physical and archm-

tectural planning of villages including basic studies and design as well as
the establishment of standards and criteria_ c) collection and distributmon

of bibliographmcal matermal. Provmsion is also made for rural housing pmlot

projects zn border areas, e.g., Ecuador with Colombma, and Colombia with
Venezuela.
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Provision is made in the plans for the immediate future for joint

studies, especially cost analysis, sanitary mnstallatzons in city plannzng,
definition of the relatmons with natmonal agencmes, and methods of obtain-

lng the assmstance of other international agencies.

Water Supply Program

As part of the activities in this field special mention should be
made of two in which the OAS and PAHO/WHO have worked in close collaboration.

The first ms the Santa Lucma Rmver basin program in Uruguay, the objective

of whmch ms to obtain maximum use of this resource, including sanztation

aspects. The project is being carried out with the partmcmpation of the

OAS, PAHO/WHO, and the Government of Uruguay. Basic data have been collected

and analyzed, and a preliminary study has been made on water supplies for
Montevideo. As soon as the tripartite plan of operations zs drawn up, the

program to be carried out will be established.

The second concerns the Guayas River in Ecuador; PAHO/WHO will give

the necessary technical advice on water pollution, water supply and sewage

disposal, quality of water for other uses, and water-borne diseases.

Social Security

The OAS promotes the improvement and extension of national social
security systems as well as their coordination with other socio-economic

agencies. PAHO/WHO also encourages the coordznation of the medical servmces

of mlnistrmes of health with those of the social security servmces. Joint

actmvities in thzs area include the study of problems of common znterest and

meetings on the coordination of medical care as well as technical advice to

Governments. The aim is to assist in the establmshment of harmonmous systems

to improve the use of the resources assigned to health, regardless of the

instztution from which they are derived, and thus to expand population coverage

and the benefits provzded. If the health situation mn some countrmes ms favor-

able and the national authoritmes so deczde, a single health service will be

establmshed. In the near future several countrzes are likely to ask for tech-

nical advmce in carrying out studies on the establishment of a national health

servmce. It is planned to continue to admit staff members of social security
institutions to the PAHO/WHO health plannmng courses.

Statmstlcs

The OAS is workmng mn three main areas: the development and improve-

ment of national statistics, personnel training, and distribution of statis-

tmcal data. There will be an increase in the exchange of informatzon between

the OAS and PAHO/WHO in the years ahead. The Inter-American Statistical

Tramning Center (CIENES) in Santiago, Chile, will increase its collaboration

wmth courses on vital and health statistics which will be given at the School

of Public Health of Chile under the sponsorship of PAHO/WH0.
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Population

The aim of the OAS program is to stimulate each country to formu-

late a population policy and to implement it as part of development plans.

PAHO/WHO takes part in the inter-agency committees as it does in seminars

on this subject. PAH0/WHO is also prepared to provide assistance, on

request, in the teachmng of demography and family planning in social ser-
$ vice schools in Latin America as well as in studies seeking to establish

the relationship between high fertility and problems of social pathology.

It is also ready to contribute to all special studies on demography and

health and/or family planning which are planned for the future.

Community Development and Social Welfare

The aim of the OAS programs in this field is to have public and

private sectors particmpate, both at the national and international level.

For its part, PAH0/WHO, in the light of the experience obtained in coun-

tries such as Peru, Colombia, Ecuador and certain Central American countries,

plans zn the next few years to strengthen its assistance to Governments in

developing the health infrastructure, especzally zn rural areas. It hopes

to elaborate and develop its plans with the OAS Community Development

project.

In social welfare PAHO/WHO is conducting studies which will enable
it to define the relations between health and social welfare and thus to

ensure proper coordination between programs and services in both fields.

That will also make it possible to expand the activities of social workers,

social anthropologists, nurses, health educators, etc. PAHO/WHO could also

cooperate in the health aspects of the development of the training center

the OAS proposes to set up for Mexico, Central America and Panama.

Regional Program for Scientific and Technolo$ical Development (10)

In themr Declaration at Punta del Este in 1967 the Presidents of Amerzca

stated: "Science and technology offer genuine instruments for Latin American

progress and must be given an unprecedented impetus at this time. This effort

calls for inter-American cooperation, in view of the magnitude of the invest-

ments required and the level attained in such knowledge." As part of this

inztiative, the Regional Scientific and Technological Development Program was

set up, the purpose of which is: a) to foster the advance of science and

technology in such a way as to accelerate economic development and social

2 welfare of the people; b) to adopt measures to promote research, teaching,
and dissemination of science and technology; c) to carry out the program through

national and international agenczes, both public and private; d) to foster the
establishment of multinational mnstitutes for training and research in science

and technology for post-graduate students and to strengthen institutes of this

nature already established in Latin America; e) to create an inter-American fund

for scientific and technological training.
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The Inter-American Cultural Council, in cooperation with CIAP, was

entrusted wmth the development of this program which will be financed wmth
contrlbutmons from the Member Countries, international agenczes, universities,

foundations, and individuals. The budget recommended by the Inter-American

Cultural Council amounts to 15 mil!mon dollars for the period 1968-69. (11)

The fmelds to be supported mnclude biochemistry, genetics, microbiology,
physiology, and nutrmtmon. Assuming that a sound scientifmc and technolo-
gical program for Latin America will include the life sciences, PAHO/WHO in-

formed the OAS in 1967 of mts great interest in partmclpating in the bmologmcal

and health aspects of the regmonal program. In view of the terms of reference

of this program, it was proposed that PAH0/WH0 should assume responsibmlity

for the b!ological and health sciences projects. If thms proposal were ac-

cepted, PAHO/WH0 could contrmbute to the reglonat program with its knowledge

of hemispheric problems, its relations with the scientific community as well

as its own manpower and material resources such as scientific advice, exchange

of professors, and fellowships. So far, a nutrition project costed at 40,000

dollars is under consideration. It is to be hoped that coordinated planning

may be achmeved by channelling efforts and resources through the Special

PAHO/WHO Research Fund authormzed by Resolution XVI of the XVII Pan American

Sanitary Conference and reaffirmed in the specifmc recommendation of the

Meeting of Mmnisters held in Buenos Aires in 1968.

Protection of Children

For this purpose the Inter-American Children's Institute serves as a
center of social action, study, advice, documentatmon, and information. It

conducts programs in educatmon, social legislation, social service, and stat-
lstics. It exchanges mnformatmon with PAHO/WHO and, wmth mt, undertakes 0oint

projects, especially trainmng courses on specifmc aspects of childhood and
nutrztlon. It is hoped to contmnue to work in these areas, and that PAHO/WHO

may partmcmpate mn the socmal and envmronmental studies the Institute is ex-
pected to undertake.

Inter-American Econommc and Social Council (12)

The purpose of this agency is the promotion of the econommc and social

welfare of the American nations through effective cooperatmon for the better
utmlmzation of their natural resources, the development of themr agrmculture

and industry and the raising of the standards of living of their peoples.

Since 1963 it has a permanent committee, the Inter-Amermcan Committee on the

Alliance for Progress (CIAP), whmch promotes and coordinates the activities

aiming at the achievement of the objectives of the Charter. This Committee

makes annual country reviews in order to evaluate the plans and to determine

financmal needs. Senior officials from the country under review, representa-

tmves of financing agencies such as the IDB, IDP_D, AID, observers from other

countrmes, and specialized agencies including UNDP, ILO, FAO and PAHO/WHO, take

part in these revmews. Observers take part in the dmscussions and may submit
documents and recommendations.
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It is planned to increase the coordination of the immediate and long-

term plans of PAHO/WH0 with those of CIAP for the overall development of
Latin America through a mechanism at present under study by both agencmes

which provides for the following:

- Increased partlcmpatmon of PAHO/WHO mn the sub-commmttees

of CIAP for country studies.

- By mutual agreement and mn agreement with the Governments
concerned selection of three or four countries in which an

analysis ms to be made of the relatmons of the health sector

with the economic and social development of the country.

For thzs purpose the PAHO/WHO country representative would
become a member of the expert mmsslons which CIAP sends to
the countries.

- PAHO/WH0 would prepare the chapters on health of the
documents of the CIAP Secretariat.

- PAHO/WHO would take part in the sub-commzttee meetings,

present the chapter on health, and take part in the inter-

agency meetings which establish the technical and finan-
cmal assmstance a country needs for zts economzc and

social development.

- By this means, a 4 to 5 year analysis would be made of
the health situation in relation to the development of

each of the countrmes, and the activities of PAHO/WHO in
the health field would be taken into consideratmon wmth

the remaining plans of other agencies.

Regional Integration Pro_ects

As part of the activities aimed at accelerating the process of

development, the Preszdeuts of America at their meeting held in 1967 decided

to foster regional integratmon through multznatlonal projects, zncludzng

the development of international rmver basins.

7 In the general re-evaluatmon of the plans in this field CIAP made mn
1968, it was decided to gmve greater momentum to four integratmon movements:
a) the Latin American Free Trade Assocmation (LAFTA); b) the Central American

Common Market (CCM); c) the Andean Group of LAFTA; and d) the Carmbbean Freet

Trade Area. An analysis of these movements in the lmght of health plans and

existing problems indicates five problem areas which should be taken into

consideration in joint planning: a) the increase in trade between countries,

in partzcular mn food and drugs; b) large-scale migratory movements stimu-

lated by poles of development; c) unexpected demand for health services by the

m!gratory population; d) availabmlity of health manpower; e) differences mn

health legislation and the adaptation of health legislation to the needs of

development.
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A regional development project, in which coordinatmon with the

organizations of the inter-American system is a most zmportant element,

ms the Rmver Plate Basin project. The countrdes involved: Argentina,

Bolivza, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, have decided to make a joint study

preliminary to carrying out multilateral, bilateral, and natmona! pro-
grams designed to foster the progress of the region. Specialized organm-

zatlons of the inter-American system and specialized agencies of the

United Nations system, including PASB/WHO, are providing assistance.

PASB/WHO ms participating because it is necessary to know the health

problems caused by the development of a program aimed at the maximum util-

ization of water resources, both from the point of vmew of the interrela-

tion between water supply and waste disposal and other sanmtary problems.

This assistance will depend upon the policy of the countries of the Basmn

as well as the requests submitted by them for PASB/WHO assistance. At the

Sixth Meeting of Ministers of the above-mentioned Basin (13) held in 1968,
the work program established included the following:

- Active and continuing partmcipation of the health sector

in the joint study and mn the preparation and execution

of development plans for the Basin.

- The formulation of a joint program of work based on the

programs of development of the Basin.

- To design methodological models for determining project

priorities. This type of activity will be incorporated
into national health programs.

The general plans also provzde for the manpower development and lm-

medmate provision of medical care with the existing services.

The assistance activities which PASB/WHO plans to carry out as part

of thms program will be based on the points agreed by the Minzsters and will

be coordinated with the activltmes proposed by the specialized agencies and

financing agencies.

Inter-American Development Bank

The programs being carried out by the countries with assistance from \
PAHO/WHO and funds from the IDB as well as the plans for the years ahead are

based on the health polmcy established by the IDB. This polmcy, which was

drawn up wmth the assistance of PAHO/WHO and ms being implemented in close

cooperatmon with it, was set forth in a document dmstrmbuted to the health
services of the countries of the Continent.

The health policy of the IDB (14) is based on the recognition that the

improvement of the health conditions in the Region will help to foster economic

and social progress. It also states that the Bank will consider proposals for
health projects provided they form part of national health plans and mndlcate

themr importance in the solution of health problems.
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Fmelds of Action

The Bank is prepared to provmde financing in several areas. These

have been defined as a result of the discussions with PAHO/WHO and serve

as a basis for present activities and for immediate and future planning.

$ 1. Health aspects of rural development

It includes mnfrastructure development with additional

facilities for the training of personnel and research.

Also special programs for rural sanitation, malaria

eradication, smallpox eradication, zoonoses control,

foot-and-mouth disease control, and other mass programs.

2. Construction and/or modernization of hospitals

It must form an important part of the overall plan of
of the country or be an essential element in the medi-

call educatmon program, aimed at the training of the pro-
fessional and auxiliary personnel needed to implement the

national health plan.

3. Water supply and sewage disposal programs

The development of water supply and sewage dzsposal

systems mn urban areas as part of health plans are also

taken into account, together with the rural programs.

4. Development of industries producing pharmaceutical and

biological products, nutrients, and medzcal equipment.

5. Education and training of health personnel

The shortage and uneven geographical distribution of

health personnel at all levels limits the execution of

health plans and efficient use of existing facilmties.

The Bank will consider proposals, provided they have a

high prmority as part of the national health plan.

6. The health aspects of economic and social development

The Bank zs especially interested in the health aspects of

of economic and social development. A project for the

· exploitation of water resources may be held up zf proper

attention is not paid to the alleviation or elimination

of health problems that reduce the productivity of workers.
The health implmcations of land settlement projects and

urban development projects must receive proper attention.
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7. Pre-investment studies

As part of their support to pre-investment studzes,
the Bank trmes to see to zt that studies of the health

aspects are included when the global loans contain pro-
vzszons relating to thms field. It also attempts to

ensure that support is given mn the pre-znvestment pro- !
gram to projects aimed at promotmng health planning and

feasibmlzty studies.

Examples of actmvities bemng carried out in coordination with the
IDB are summarized below:

Water Supply and Sewage Disposal

In most projects the Organization has provided the countries wmth

technical assistance in preparmng plans and projects for the development

of water supply and sewage dmsposal systems. The first loan awarded by

the Bank was to Arequzpa in 1961 and_ since then, loans have been approved
in the amount of 421 million dollars for the construction of 3,595 water

systems and 265 sewerage systems, benefmtting 48 mmllion persons in rural

and urban areas. The population mncrease will make it necessary to revise

the plans made in 1961 for achmeving the targets of Punta del Este. On
the basis of estmmates made in 1967 it will be necessary in the next few

years to provide an additzonal 35 million urban residents and 45 mmllion
persons living in rural areas with water supplies. This will entazl total

investments zn excess of 2,000 mmllmon dollars in the years ahead. PAHO/WH0

has made a general appraisal of the situation and will plan !ts activzties
in close relation with those of the IDB, once the countries decide on the

measures to take for solving this new problem.

Modernizatmon of Medical Care Services

There are several projects zn which PAH0/WHO ms assistzng the Governments

mn preparing proposals for submission to the Bank. Of these the following are
under consideratmon:

A program for the Teaching Hospital of Honduras, the IDB financing of
which amounts to 3 mlllmon dollars, was drawn up with the assistance of PAH0/WHO.

It forms part of the national health plan and will enable the necessary health

manpower - physicians and nurses - to be trained for the health sector. In
E1 Salvador a similar plan ms being prepared for the Teaching Hospztal. The
IDB has also awarded a loan of 3 mmllion dollars for the mmprovement of the

"Jos_ de San Martin" Hospital de Clinlcas in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

With respect to future programming and coordination, the implementa-

tion of national health plans will entail recourse to natmonal and interna-
tional sources of financmng smnce the present resources of the public sector

are not enough to implement the programs.
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Education

The IDB is making loans to 15 countries to enable them to improve

their universities, in particular construct and expand facilities for the

teaching of the basic sciences including the health sciences. Examples of

$ this type of assistance are the Universzty of Chile, the School of Public

Health of which received considerable financial support, and the Autonomous

University of Santo Domingo (in medical education). Special mention must

be made of the PASB/WHO medical textbook program, the aims of which are to

provide low-cost medical textbooks for a total of approximately 85,000 medi-
cal students in about 13© Latin American medical schools. It entails the

formation of a revolving fund which will guarantee the continuity of the

program. It has made a successful beginning and negotiations are underway

with the Bank for financial support because of the magnitude of the project.

Biglo$1cal Products

At the request of the Ministers of Health of Central America and

Panama, PASB/WHO prepared a technical report on the possibility of estab-
lishing an institute to produce sufficient biological products to cover

the needs of the health services of the area. This document was approved

by the X Meeting of the Ministers of Public Health of the countries of
Central America and Panama, and Guatemala was designated the host country

for the institute. PASB/WHO has appointed a consultant to assist in the

definitive formulation of the project, the feasibility study for which is
being funded by the Central American Bank for Economic Integratzon. As

soon as the definitive project is ready, the countries intend to apply to
the Inter-American Development Bank for a loan to help finance the building

and equipping of the institute.

PAHO/WHO has also been helping the health authorities of Peru to

prepare a project for the construction and equipment of the new National

Institutes of Health, recently organized by the Government of Peru. It

envisages the organization and the development of institutes for diagnosis,

research, and production and control of biological products that will serve

health agencies and the animal health agencies of the country. The Governmeut
has expressed its intention to ask the IDB for a loan to help finance the project.

Control of Foot-and-Mouth Disease and Other Zoonoses

In addition to the importance to health of the availability of animal

protein, the Bank has been concerned by the financial losses in Latin American

countries caused by animal diseases, in particular foot-and-mouth disease,

because of the restrictions it entails on livestock and lzvestock products and
the threat to disease-free countries. With the assistance of the Pan American

Foot-and-Mouth Disease Center, which is administered by PAHO/WHO, the Bank has

formulated a policy for loans for financing foot-and-mouth disease control cam-

palgns. Guidelines and criteria for the preparation and analysis of requests

were jointly prepared, as were the bases for evaluating the programs.
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The policy laid down by the Bank recognizes the importance of the
disease and its repercussions in reducing the productivity in the live-

stock sector as well as limitations it imposes on the expansion of export

markets and the fact that it ms an obstacle to the integratmon of the

Central American Common Market, since that area is free of the disease.

The Bank recognizes that there must be a permanent mechanism for 3oint $
activities with PAHO/WHO through the Pan American Foot-and-Mouth Disease

Center. So far, the Center has assisted the countries in preparing their

program requests and, lately, in carrying out and evaluating programs. So
far, the IDB has made loans to Chile in the amount of 2.5 million dollars

to finance the first four years of a program, the total cost of which will

be 13.5 million dollars; to Paraguay in the amount of 2.8 million dollars,

also to cover the cost of the first four years of the program, the total

cost of which will be 7.5 million dollars; and to Argentina in the amount

of 10.5 million dollars, for the first four years of the program, the total
cost of which will be 48.5 million dollars. With the assistance of the Bank
and the collaboration of the Pan American Foot-and-Mouth Disease Center the

following projects have been prepared:

- Brazil. Large-scale program which will cover several states

and will be submitted to the Bank in the first quarter of 1969.

- Peru. Wh!ch will submit a program during the second quarter
of 1969.

- Bolivia. Which plans to include, in addition to foot-and-mouth
disease, paralytic rabies and brucellosis; the project will be

submitted to the Bank in the first quarter of this year.

- Ecuador. It is at present preparing a project and hopes to sub-

mit it to the Bank in August of this year.

- Colombia. It is preparing a program and hopes to submit it at
the end of 1969.

- Uruguay. The project will include, in addition to foot-and-
mouth disease, hydattdosis, which is a serious problem in that

country. The project may possibly be submitted early mn 1970.

- Venezuela. It has prepared a program and at present is considering

the advmsability of obtaining financing from the Bank.

The future projections for jomnt activities will be aimed primarily at

the necessary support for the correct execution of the programs, periodic
evaluation, and the redefinition of new program areas. As the Governments

decide to deal with zoonoses such as rabies, hydatidosis, tuberculosis, and

brucellosis, and the Bank and other financing agencies decide to contribute

funds for that purpose, the technical advice of the Organization will be pro-

vlded through the Pan American Foot-and-Mouth Disease Center.
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In conclusion, the document of the Inter-American Development Bank

on health policy shows the various possibilities of obtaining funds for

dealing with the most important problems in Latin America. Of course, the

possibility of embarkmng on programs mn line with the characteristics of
the problems will depend on the credit capacity of each country and of the

importance given by each Government to health investments. What has been

t done so far shows the important part played by the Bank in the short period
it has been in existence in the economic and social development of the
Contmnent.

V. SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES

To further strengthen coordination between organizations of the inter-

American system and the PASB/WHO the procedures in use may be summarized as
follows:

- Exchange of mnformation on the programs under study or in

preparatzon, to ensure that the health sector is taken in_o

consmderatzon in development plans.

- Participation of PASB/WHO in studies of specific projects and

natmonal health plans being carried out in the countries with
the assistance of IA-ECOSOC/CIAP.

- More actzve participatzon by PASB/WHO mn the annual CIAP coun-

try revmews, including the preparatmon of working documents.

- Joint and periodical analysis of plans in which the health
sector is or could be taken into consideration.

- Redefinition of prmority areas for PASB/WHO collaboration.

- Applicatmon of the IDB health policy and permanent coordina-
tion between the IDB and PASB/WHO will continue and accelerate

the solution of those problems which, because of themr magni-

tude and the investments involved, require the contribution of

external capmtal.

- Greater partmcipation of PASB/WHO in the OAS science and tech-

t nology program, in all projects concerned with biological and
health sciences.
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LONG-TERM PLANNING AND EVALUATION

I. INTRODUCTION

At its XVIII Meetmng, the Directing Council of the Pan American

Health Organization, in Resolution XIX, expressed its support for the

proposal to provide a review of exmsting procedures and to prepare a com-

prehensive report for the proposed program period 1972-1976 and requested
the Director to give special attention, as part of that report, to the

long-range planning and evaluation of PAHO in relation to activities of

the organizations of the inter-American system.

In response to that resolution this comprehensive report has been

prepared on the formulation and implementation of PAHO programs, on the

method to be used in the process of planning in the countries and economic

development, and on areas in which its activities are bezng coordinated

wmth those of agencies of the mnter-American system.

Because of its nature, functions, and mode of operation, PAHO/WHO

depends for the establmshment of its policy on the decisions of the coun-

tries either individually or collectively. Hence its long-term planning _s

determined both by the nature of the prevalent problems and by national and

regional health and development policies.

II. HEALTH POLICIES

National Health Policy

This is reflected in a natmonal health plan, if any, or in partmal

planning and the trends of the health services in the country and znvestments

made in the health sector. It constitutes a local element that must be clearly

ldentifmed so that it can act as a determinzng factor in planning the assis-

tance activities of the Organization. Generally speaking, most of the Latin

American countries are in various stages of planning, following approaches

adjusted to the local situation as manifested by the nature of the problems,

the resources assigned, and the orientation deriving from the level of the

politico/administrative decision.

· In formulating its national health policy, each Government takes into

consideration the decisions of the Governing Bodies of international organi-

zations that are directly or indirectly related to the health problems in its
· country.

Regional Health Policy

The incorporation of health activities into economic and social develop-

ment actmvities which PAHO/WHO had been advocating since 1959 was recognized

in the Act of Bogota in 1960.(1)
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Accordingly, the American Republics signed the Charter of Punta

del Este which defmned an action program for the perzod 1961-1971, the

main purpose of which was to accelerate economic and social development (2).
In the health fmeld the objectzve establmshed was as follows: "to increase

life expectancy at birth by a minimum of five years.°. To attain this goal

it will be necessary to provide adequate potable water supply and sewage

disposal to not less than 70 per cent of the urban and 50 per cent of the
rural population; to reduce the present mortality rate of chz!dren less

than 5 years of age by at least one half; to control the more serious com-

municable diseases...; to eradicate those illnesses, especially malaria,

for whmch effectmve techniques are known; to improve nutrmtlon; to train
medmcal and health personnel to meet at least minimum requirements; to

improve basic health servmces at national and local levels; and to inten-

sify scientific research ... ". To achieve these objectives, a ten-year

public health program was drawn up. It provided for the preparation of

national health plans, the improvement of statistics, the provision of

personnel training, the expansion of urban and rural health services, sani-
tation programs, the control or eradication of diseases, and the improvement
of nutrmtzon.

Both the Act of Bogota and the Charter of Punta del Este emphasized

the need for the simultaneous promotion of social welfare and economic

development. Thanks to the endeavors of public health workers of the
Continent and the efforts of PAHO/WHO, health activitmes have been incor-

porated into economic and social development activities. By the same token,

the Governing Bodies of the Organmzation and the Special Meetings of the

Mmnisters of Health have defzned the strategy to be followed in achmevmng

the objectives of the Ten-Year Public Health Program.

The First Speczal Meetmng of the Ministers (3), whmch was held in

1963, recommended a series of measures for mmplementing the above-mentioned

program. Subsequently the principle that the improvement of health condi-

tions is fundamental to the economic and social development of Latin America

was supported by the Meeting of the Presidents of America held in 1967 (4)
when they reaffirmed the need to contznue activities for attaining the goals

of the Charter of Punta del Este, namely the control or eradication of com-
municable diseases, the provision of water supply and sewage disposal servzces,

the improvement of nutrition, and personnel training. They recommended that

maternal and child health programs include educational programs on overall

family guidance methods, and emphasized the advisability of incorporating

natmonal and regmonal health plans into general development plans as early
as the pre-investment phase. The measures recommended by the First Speczal

Meeting of Mmnisters, which were confirmed and added to by the Declaration

of the Presidents of America, were conszdered at the Second Meeting of Minmsters

held mn 1968 (5). That meeting discussed the progress made mn achievzng those

objectmves and remterated the need to intensify health planning, to give due

attention to health and populatmon dynammcs, and to expand programs of research
on health.

In virtue of Resolution XXXVII, the Dzrectmng Council of the Pan American

Health Organization, at its XVII Meetmng, decided to incorporate into the polmcy

of the Organmzation the proposals set forth in the Declaration of the Presidents
of America.
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Thzs then is how the present health policy for the Region was

defined. It constitutes one of the terms of reference guiding the pro-

jection of PASB/WHO assistance activities in the coming years.

World Health Policy

This is der!ved from the decisions taken by the Sixteenth General

Assembly of the United Nations (1961) on the First Development Decade in
which it was suggested to the countries that they intensify their efforts

to accelerate economic and social progress. The Governing Bodies of WHO,

interpreting the above-mentioned recommendation in the health field, recom-

mended that countries adopt a ten-year plan with such objectives as: a) pre-

paration of national health plans for the development of public health pro-

grams, coordinating these programs with other related plans in the economic

and social fzelds; b) education and training of health personnel; c) estab-

lmshment of goals and targets for the decade; d) assignment of increased

natzonal resources to the control of dzsease and the improvement of hesdth.

Subsequently, in 1968, the Twenty-First World Health Assembly

adopted Resolution WHA21.49 (7) which recommended that the Regional Com-

mittees give particular attentzon to long-term health planning and the

formulation and evaluatzon of health programs and to the possibilities of
regional and inter-regional cooperation in the development of such plans.

These ideas are mn accord with the goals of the Second United Nations

Development Decade, which will begin in 1971 and in the course of whmch it

is hoped to quicken the economic and social development of the countries
initiated in the first decade.

III. PAHO/WHO PLANNING

In general terms, the work of the Organization ms derived from the

programs of the Governments and is based on the regional health policy,

bearing in mind coordination with agencies of the inter-American and United

Nations systems. To begin with, international agencies, and in particular

multilateral agencies, cannot operate as autonomous agencies; on the contrary,

their activities are complementary to and not substitutes for the actlvmties

sponsored and undertaken by Governments. For several years PAHO/WHO planning

has been carried out in program areas in which each country or group of coun-

# trzes wzshes to obtain the assistance of the Organization. The program has

been prepared in two stages; the first, at the country level, on the basis

of the consultations with the national health authorities, the second, at the

, zone or headquarters level, at whzch proposals and data received from the

country are compiled with a view to establishing a regional program and budget,
which is subsequently submitted to the Directmng Council and, on being approved,

becomes the program of work of PAHO. The projects financed with funds from
the World Health Organization are transmitted to the Director-General for mn-

corporation in the WHO program. The decision to respond to the requests of the

countries depends on the priorities assigned by the health authorities, and the

funds available to the Organization. In this way the projection of activities

and funds is made for a period of three years.
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Method

The proposal to adopt longer-term plannzng, four years or more,

has made it necessary to revise present procedures and to devise a method

wh!ch, for the purposes of planning PASB/WHO activities, may be applied

to all countries and to the Region, and which relates health plans to econom-

ic and social development plans. In addition to being a consolidated, uni-

tary and m!nmmum system it must be adapted to the different circumstances 4

surrounding health and diseases in the Americas. In devising it the follow-

lng consmderations have been taken into account:

- Health actlvitzes must be planned !n the context of the

economic and soczal development of the country in each period

in whmch they are analyzed and projected. Only the strictly
essentmal indicators wmll be used.

- The minmmum system would be sufficiently flex!ble to allow

projectzons to be made in speclfmed countries on the basis of
further data.

- The system must enable prmoritles to be estabilshed, the

activities to be undertaken by the Organization to be defined,

and a budget to be prepared in accordance wmth the categories

at present in force.

- The targets of the Ten-Year Public Health Program of the Charter
of Punta del Este will be used as yardsticks.

- Natmonal health plans, if being implemented, will be the baszs

of 4-year projections of the Organlzatmon.

- In the countries which have only reached the stage of an ap-
praisal of the health smtuatmon, the data collected will be in-

cluded zn the system to be used by PAHO/WHO.

- Where a country has no plan or has made no appraisal of the
health situation, sources of information to be used wzll be

official sources, such as those of the Unzted Nations or of
the OAS - in the case of econommc and social mndicators - and

those of PAHO/WHO in the case of vital and health statistics,

resources,andservices. ·

- The system will be put into practice through the joint efforts
of International and national public health workers. The as-

sistance proposals of WHO and PAHO must be subject to yearly

scrutiny by the central office in formulating the integrated

PAHO/WHO program and budget and to the decisions of the PAHO

Directing Council and Conference and the World Health Assembly.
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The method proposed, which is at present being worked out, is to be

known as "Four-year Projections of PAHO/WHO Assistance in the Americas". It

is a dynamic method and is based on joint efforts of national and interna-

t!onal public health workers in each phase of local activities. The procedure

will consist of the following steps:
/A

1. Joint defin!tlon of the health situation in the country

and of the determining factors.

2. Joint formulation of proposed changes in the situation in

a specified period, in the light of economic and social

development.

3. Identification of problem areas (priorities).

4. Definition of the activities required to bring about the
changes planned, in the light of:

a) national health policy as expressed in a health plan

or the national economic social development plan or

implicit in general programming and the way in which
resources are assigned.

b) regional policy established by the Governing Bodies

and which, in the present decade, is reflected in the

goals of the Charter of Punta del Este.

5. Analysis of the activities which the country will carry out
and identifzcation of the areas in which Immediate and future

PAHO/WHO assistance is needed. Preparation of a stock of pro-

jects, selection of feasible projects.

6. Formulation of PAH0/WHO assistance programs and determina-

tion of base lines for evaluation. Preparation of PAH0/WHO

budgetary requirements.

7. Annual evaluation to ascertain progress in achieving the
objectives of the project.

4 8. Redefinition of objectives and priorities, analysis of new

areas and problems, and beginning of a new cycle.

The details of the method will be worked out in the second half of

1969, and it is expected to put it into use in the course of the present

year for the program period 1970-1974. Therefore, sufficient experience

will be available to allow procedures to be refined and joint planning im-

proved for the period 1972-1976.
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Evaluation

An evaluatzon procedure ms already bezng used to measure the results

of the assistance activmtmes of PAHO/WHO. As already pointed out, these

actmvmties are complementary to those carried out by the Governments so

that the application of the system being tested is based on mnformation
from offlczal sources. It is to be hoped that the process wmll be gradually _,

extended, especially when a national health plan is in operation. The scheme

provmdes for periodlcal evaluation at the regzonal and national levels as
well as the redefinition of ass!stance areas In accordance with the progress

made. Baszc factors in this system of evaluation are the measurement of the

degree of achievement of the objectzves and azms of the program in which

PAHO/WH0 _s assistmng_ the przormty of the problems whmch those programs

and projects are intended to solve; and the effectiveness of the procedures
used to solve them. Evaluation is thus coordmnated with planning and is of

use in deemding on the necessary changes mn pol!cy, in priorities, and in
the allotment and reallotment of resources.

Factors Condmtionmn_ the Planning

Several factors that must be taken mnto account in the planning for

the period 1972-1976 are immedmately obvmous. One is the redefmnltmon of

objectmves for the permod, in the !mght of the progress made mn achievmng
the goals of Punta del Este. These results will necessarily have to be

revmewed and evaluated in the next two years. The financing of the health
sector will also undoubtedly mnfiuence the plannzng of PAHO/WHO activltles.

In the same way, the Second United Natmons Development Decade, in mrs world-

wide projections and mrs bearmng on health activities, must be taken into
account.

The degree of success in attamning the goals of Punta del Este will
determine the activitzes to be undertaken mn the period beginning mn 1972.

The appraisals made for Latzn America as a whole show that for the year

1967 (7) substantial progress had already been made mn several fields. Life

expectancy at birth, the objectmve for which was an mncrease of five years

for the permod 1961-1971, had reached 2.3 years between 1960 and 1966 and mt
ms expected that at least 80 per cent of the objectmve will be achieved by

1971. In infant mortality less than 50 per cent of the target had been

achieved by the end of the fmrst fmve years of the decade. Mortalmty of

children between the ages of i and 4 years had declined more quickly; in
South America more than 90 per cent of the reduction recommended for the %

fmrst fmve years of the decade was obtained and in Middle America, 69 per

cent. In the case of water supplmes the program was clearly successful mn

urban areas, since 19 out of 24 countries had exceeded the target of pro-

vldlng 70 per cent of the urban population with water service. Nevertheless,

estimates show that, by 1971, only 23 per cent of the rural populatmon would
have such services. According to mnformation provided by the countrmes, !f

the Punta del Este goal ms to be achieved by 1971, mt wmll be necessary to

provide water services for 35.5 million inhabmtants of urban areas and 45.5
million of rural areas. Enormous mnvestments wmll be requmred and it will be

necessary to redefine the objectives both in quantmty and over tmme, particu-

larly mn the rural areas.
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Progress has been made in eradicating malaria; it is estimated that,

by the end of the decade, programs will be in operation in all the malarious

areas of Lat!n America and that an increasing number of persons will be

llvmng in areas in the maintenance and consolidation phases. It is also

expected that smallpox eradicatmon will be in zts final stages. High pri-

ority will contmnue to be given to nutrition and feeding in the vulnerable
sectors of the population. The possibilztmes of improvmng the diets of

persons will depend on the food and nutrition policy gumdzng national produc-

tion, imports, and exports of foodstuffs and providing for the coordination

of public and przvate institutions that contrzbute to,or particzpate mn,the
program. The extension of health service coverage, which has shown defmndte

progress, wmll contmnue to receive the necessary emphasis in the rural areas.

The development of health manpower will be given priority mn the remainder

of thzs decade and mn the following decade.

The Governments are aware of the importance of improving available

resources, and of new domestic Investments or external cap!tal. As already

stated, the countries are at dmfferent stages of he_.th plan formulatzon
and implementatzon. The weakness of the administrative structures and

methods, which has become evident, is receiving increasing attention by the

national authoritzes. Furthermore, despite the efforts made to coordmnate

health plans with economic and socmal development plans, much remazns to be
done. The mnterest of the countries mn giving due consideration to health

and populatzon dynammcs, as set forth in the Declaration of the Presmdents

of America, indicates that by the end of the present decade an increasing

number of countries will have establzshed a population policy, whmch will
determine PAHO/WHO assistance mn this field.

These comments have, it is hoped, thrown some light on pertinent

considerations in reformulating regional health policy in the years sub-

sequent to 1971.

As to the avallabilmty of resources for financin_ the health sector
accordmng to recent mnformatlon (ll) in Latin America, in the period 1961-1968_

there was an increase in znvestments in the social sector, especmally in

education and health. Increasing difficulty is being experienced in obtaln-

lng funds from the public sector for carrying out health programs. The prob-

lem has three aspects: how to improve the output of present resources mn terms

of more and better services; what are the possibilitmes of developing internal

j mechanisms for the financing of the servmces either from the publmc or private

sector; and finally, what are the prospects for multinational and mnternatmonal
flnancmng.

i

Several activities are being promoted by the United Nations in prepara-

tion for the Second Development Decade. A preliminary document (6) containing
the comments of the Member Governments and organizations has been circulated

and was discussed at the meetmngs of the Development Planning Committee of

the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations in March of thms year.

It describes the likely trends in several program areas mn each of the Regions

and also suggests some changes in the order of priorities, pointmng out that
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specifzed fmelds will continue to receive preferential attentzon such as

health planning, development of health manpower, control of communzcable
diseases, maternal and chmld health, nutritmon and sanmtation.

IV. RELATIONS WITH AGENCIES OF THE INTER-AMERICA_ SYSTEM

As lndmcated tn Resolution XIX, the Directzng Council of the Pan 4

American Health Organmzatmon at mts XVIII Meetmng requested the Dmrector
to give specmal attentmon, as part of his report or zn a separate document,

to the long-range planning and evaluation of PAHO/WHO in relation to ac-

tmvitzes of organizatzons of the znter-American system, mn particular the

inter-Amermcan Development Bank and the Organizatmon of American States.

The economic and social development of Latin America delineated in

the Charter of Punta del Este and subsequently reemphasmzed at the Meeting

of Presmdents held in 196_ also constitutes the frame of reference for these
agenczes.

In general, it may be stated that the activmtmes of all those organm-
zatmons have been coordinated wmth those of PAHO/WHO. There zs also a

growing mnterest in the coordination of plans in pertmnent areas.

Or_anzzation of American States

There are many speczfmc areas of OAS programs which are closely related

to the actmvmtmes for the protection and promotion of health, the development

of health manpower, and research contemplated in the long-term PAHO/WHO plan-

nmng. They znclude social, economic and scientifmc and technologmcal aspects

of the OAS program. These activities are carried out either by the Pan Amermcan

Union or the specialmzed organizations of the OAS. PAHO/WHO also assists the

OAS and its commmttees zn coordinatmng economic and socmal development actzvi-
ties with health activities.

The areas in whmch cooperation has been closest are personnel trainmng

programs, foot-and-mouth dmsease, housing, water supply, socmal securzty, stat-

mstics, populatmon, community development, sczence and technology_and child
care.

Personnel Traznin_

This is a matter of fellowshmps. The OAS Fellowship Program is a

regular, contmnuing, and educational activity, the purpose of which ms to con-
tribute to the economic, socmal, scientific and cultural development of zts

Member States. Fellowships are awarded for advanced traznmng abroad according

to the needs expressed by their Governments. Fellowships are awarded to in-
dividuals and not to institutions.

Four staff members of the Pan American Sanitary Bureau are members of

the Advisory Board of the OAS Fellowship Program and provide technical assis-

tance by reviewing applzcations for fellowshmps in fields relating to health.
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The OAS also has a professorship program by means of which it provides

teaching lnstitutzons with visiting professors. In this program, also,
P_TO/WHO gives technical advzce on some health related aspects. This

0olnt work will be expanded as the personnel training needs of other pro-

grams are defined.

r Foot-and-MouthDzsease Program

In 1961, at the request of the Organization of American States,
PAHO/WHO took on the organization and administration of the Pan American

Foot-and-Mouth Disease Center, which was financed as an OAS Technical

Cooperation Program. In view of its international character and the economic

importance of foot-and-mouth disease, the IA-ECOSOC in 1966 asked the OAS
and PAHO/WHO to devise a scheme for the stable financing of the Center, in

consultation with the Governments of the Hemisphere. This study and the

financing proposal was submitted to the Fifth Annual Meetings of the
IA-ECOSOC in 1967 which reaffirmed that PAHO/WH0 should continue to be

technically and administratively responsible for that Center. At its

XVII Meeting in Trmnidad and Tobago the Directing Council of the Pan

American Health Organization approved the first budget of the Center.
These decisions and resolutions were confirmed at the First Inter-American

Meeting at the Ministerial Level on Foot-and-Mouth Disease and Zoonoses
Control, held in 1968. For sixteen years funds from the Technical Coopera-

tion Program enabled the above-mentioned Center to develop and to become
a reference and coordination center for the prevention and control of the

dmsease zn the Hemisphere.

In July 1968 the Secretary General of the Organization of American

States formally transferred the Center to PAH0/WH0. As resolved by IA-ECOSOC
and CIAP, PAHO/WHO wm!l continue to submit the annual report and the program

and budget of the Center to the OAS. It will also collaborate with the OAS

Technical Cooperation Program, especially in the matter of fellowshmps and

training actmvities.

Housmn_ and Urban Development

Considerable coordmnation has been achieved between PAHO/WHO and the

Inter-Amerzcan Housing and Plannzng Center (CINVA). A PASB/WHO sanitary

engineer serves as a lmaison officer and, in additzon, helped with the teach-

# ing mn the tralnmng courses of that Center. PASB/WHO ms also represented
at the inter-agency meetings on housing and urban development. Future pos-
sibillties of concerted action between the OAS, through CINVA, and PASB/WH0,

through the Pan American Sanitary Engineering Center (CEPIS), will focus on

three points which are mntimately related with the CEPIS development program:

a) collection and analysis of basic data on environmental and soclo-econommc

conditions and the health situation in the countries; b) physical and archi-

tectural planning of villages mncluding basic studies and design as well as

the establishment of standards and criteria; c) collection and distribution

of bibliographical matermal. Provmsion is also made for rural housing pilot

projects in border areas, e.g., Ecuador with Colombia, and Colombia with
Venezuela.
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Provision is made in the plans for the immediate future for joint

studies, especially cost analysis, sanitary installations in city plannzng,

definition of the relations wzth national agencies, and methods of obtain-

mng the assmstance of other international agencies.

Water Supply Program

As part of the actlvltzes zn this field special mentmon should be
made of two in which the OAS and PAHO/WHO have worked in close collaboration.

The first is the Santa Lucia River basin program mn Uruguay, the objectmve

of which is to obtain maximum use of this resource, including sanitation

aspects. The project is being carrmed out wmth the partzclpation of the
OAS, PAHO/WHO, and the Government of Uruguay. Basmc data have been collected

and analyzed, and a prelmminary study has been made on water supplzes for

Montevideo. As soon as the tripartite plan of operations ms drawn up, the

program to be carried out will be established.

The second concerns the Guayas River mn Ecuador; PAHO/WHO will give

the necessary technical advice on water pollution, water supply and sewage

disposal, quality of water for other uses, and water-borne diseases.

Socmal Security

The OAS promotes the improvement and extenszon of natmonal social

security systems as well as their coordination wzth other socmo-economic

agencmes. PAHO/WHO also encourages the coordznation of the medmcal services
of minzstries of health with those of the social security servzces. Joint

activities zn this area include the study of problems of common mnterest and

meetmngs on the coordination of medical care as well as technzcal advice to

Governments. The aim is to assmst mn the establishment of harmonious systems

to improve the use of the resources assmgned to health, regardless of the

mnstmtution from whzch they are derived, and thus to expand populatmon coverage

and the benefits provided. If the health situatmon mn some countrmes ms favor-

able and the national authorities so decmde, a single health service will be

established. In the near future several countries are likely to ask for tech-

nical advmce in carryzng out studies on the establmshment of a national health

service. It ms planned to continue to admmt staff members of social securzty

instztutmons to the PAHO/WHO health plannmng courses.

Statistics
%

The OAS is workmng mn three main areas: the development and improve-

ment of national statistics, personnel training, and dmstributmon of statis-
tmcal data. There will be an increase in the exchange of mnformatlon between

the OAS and PAHO/WHO in the years ahead. The Inter-American Statistical

Tralnmng Center (CIENES) in Santiago, Chile, will mncrease zts collaboration
with courses on vital and health statmstics which will be given at the School

of Public Health of Chile under the sponsorship of PAHO/WHO.
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Population

The aim of the OAS program is to stimulate each country to formu-

late a population policy and to implement it as part of development plans.

PAHO/WHO takes part in the inter-agency committees as it does in seminars

on this subject. PAHO/WH0 is also prepared to provide assistance, on

request, in the teaching of demography and family planning in social ser-
vice schools in Latin America as well as in studies seeking to establish

the relationship between high fertmlity and problems of social pathology.

It is also ready to contribute to all special studies on demography and

health and/or family plannmng which are planned for the future.

Community Development and Social Welfare

The aim of the OAS programs in this field is to have public and

private sectors participate, both at the national and international level.

For its part, PAH0/WH0, in the light of the experience obtained in coun-
tries such as Peru, Colombia, Ecuador and certain Central American countries,

plans in the next few years to strengthen its assistance to Governments in

developing the health infrastructure, especmally mn rural areas. It hopes
to elaborate and develop its plans with the OAS Community Development

project.

In social welfare PAHO/WHO is conducting studzes which will enable
it to define the relations between health and social welfare and thus to

ensure proper coordination between programs and services !n both fields.

That will also make it possible to expand the activities of social workers,
social anthropologists, nurses, health educators, etc. PAHO/WHO could also

cooperate mn the health aspects of the development of the trainmng center

the OAS proposes to set up for Mexico, Central America and Panama.

Regional Program for Scientific and Technolo$ical Development (10)

In themr Declaration at Punta del Este in 1967 the Presidents of America

stated: "Science and technology offer genuine instruments for Latin Amerzcan

progress and must be given an unprecedented impetus at this time. This effort

calls for inter-American cooperation, zn v!ew of the magnitude of the invest-

ments required and the level attained in such knowledge." As part of this

initiative, the Regional Scientific and Technological Development Program was

set up, the purpose of which is: a) to foster the advance of science and#
technology mn such a way as to accelerate economic development and social

welfare of the people; b) to adopt measures to promote research, teaching,

and dissemination of science and technology; c) to carry out the program through

national and international agencies, both public and private; d) to foster the
establishment of multinatmonal institutes for training and research mn science

and technology for post-graduate students and to strengthen institutes of this
nature already established in Latin America; e) to create an inter-American fund

for scientific and technological training.
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The Inter-American Cultural Council, in cooperation with CIAP, was

entrusted with the development of this program which wmll be financed with
contrlbutmons from the Member Countries, international agencies, universities,

foundatlons_ and individuals. The budget recommended by the Inter-American

Cultural Council amounts to 15 million dollars for the period 1968-69. (ll)

The fields to be supported include biochemistry, genetics, microbiology,

physzology, and nutrition. Assuming that a sound scientific and technolo-

gical program for Latin America will include the life sciences, PAHO/WHO in-

formed the OAS in 1967 of its great interest in participating in the b!ological

and health aspects of the regional program. In view of the terms of reference

of this program, it was proposed that PAHO/WHO should assume responsibility

for the biological and health sciences projects. If this proposal were ac-

cepted, PAHO/WHO could contribute to the regional program with its knowledge

of hemispheric problems, its relations with the scientific community as well
as its own manpower and material resources such as scientific advice, exchange

of professors, and fellowships. So far, a nutrition project costed at 40,000

dollars is under consideration. It ms to be hoped that coordinated planning

may be achieved by channelling efforts and resources through the Special

PAHO/WHO Research Fund authorized by Resolution XVI of the XVII Pan American

Sanitary Conference and reaffirmed mn the specific recommendation of the

Meeting of Ministers held in Buenos Aires in 1968.

Protection of Children

For this purpose the Inter-American Children's Institute serves as a
center of social action, study, advice, documentation, and information. It

conducts programs in education, soczal legislation, social service, and stat-

lstlcs. It exchanges mnformation with PAH0/WH0 and, with it, undertakes joint

projects, especially training courses on speclfmc aspects of childhood and

nutrition. It is hoped to continue to work in these areas, and that PAHO/WHO

may participate mn the social and environmental studies the Institute is ex-

pected to undertake.

Inter-American Economic and Social Council (12)

The purpose of this agency is the promotion of the economic and social
welfare of the American nations through effective cooperation for the better

utilization of their natural resources, the development of their agriculture

and industry and the raising of the standards of living of their peoples.

Since 1963 mt has a permanent committee, the Inter-American Committee on the

Alliance for Progress (CIAP), which promotes and coordinates the activities
aiming at the achievement of the objectives of the Charter. This Committee

makes annual country reviews in order to evaluate the plans and to determine

financial needs. Senior officials from the country under review, representa-

tives of financing agencies such as the IDB, IDRD, AID, observers from other

countries, and specialized agencies including UNDP, ILO, FAO and PAHO/WHO, take

part mn these reviews. Observers take part in the discussions and may submit
documents and recommendations.
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It is planned to increase the coordination of the immediate and long-

term plans of PAH0/WHO with those of CIAP for the overall development of

Latin America through a mechanism at present under study by both agencies
which provides for the following:

- Increased participation of PAHO/WHO in the sub-committees
of CIAP for countrystudies.

- By mutual agreement and in agreement with the Governments
concerned selection of three or four countries in which an

analysis is to be made of the relations of the health sector

with the economic and social development of the country.

For this purpose the PAHO/WHO country representative would

become a member of the expert missmons which CIAP sends to
the countries.

- PAHO/WH0 would prepare the chapters on health of the
documents of the CIAP Secretariat.

- PAHO/WHO would take part in the sub-committee meetings,

present the chapter on health, and take part in the inter-

agency meetings which establish the technical and finan-

cial assistance a country needs for its economic and
social development.

- By this means, a 4 to 5 year analysis would be made of

the health situation mn relation to the development of

each of the countries, and the activitmes of PAHO/WHO in
the health field would be taken into consideration with

the remaining plans of other agencies.

Regional Integration Projects

As part of the activities aimed at accelerating the process of

development, the Presidents of America at their meeting held in 1967 decided

to foster regional integratmon through multinational projects, mncluding
the development of international river basmns.

In the general re-evaluation of the plans in this field CIAP made in

1968, it was decided to give greater momentum to four integration movements:

a) the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA); b) the Central American

Common Market (CCM); c) the Andean Group of LAFTA; and d) the Caribbean Free

Trade Area. An analysis of these movements in the light of health plans and

existing problems indicates five problem areas which should be taken into

consideration in joint planning: a) the increase in trade between countries,

mn particular in food and drugs; b) large-scale migratory movements stimu-

lated by poles of development; c) unexpected demand for health services by the

migratory population; d) availability of health manpower; e) differences in
health legislation and the adaptation of health legislation to the needs of

development.
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A regional development project, in which coordination with the

organzzations of the inter-American system is a most important element,

zs the Rmver Plate Basin project. The countries involved: Argentina,

Bolivza, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay, have decided to make a joint study

prelzminary to carrymng out multilateral, bilateral, and national pro-

grams designed to foster the progress of the region. Specialized organi-

zatmons of the inter-American system and specialized agencies of the
United Nations system, zncluding PASB/WH0, are providing assistance.

PASB/WHO ms participating because it !s necessary to know the health

problems caused by the development of a program aimed at the maximum util-
ization of water resources, both from the point of view of the interrela-

tmon between water supply and waste dzsposal and other sanitary problems°

This assistance will depend upon the policy of the countries of the Basin

as well as the requests submitted by them for PASB/WHO assistance. At the

Sixth Meeting of M!nmsters of the above-mentzoned Basin (13) held in 1968,

the work program established included the following:

- Active and continuing participation of the health sector
in the joint study and in the preparation and execution

of development plans for the Basin.

- The formulation of a joint program of work based on the

programs of development of the Basin.

- To design methodological models for determining project

priorities. This type of activity will be incorporated
znto national health programs.

The general plans also provmde for the manpower development and Im-

mediate provision of medical care with the exmstlng services.

The assistance activities which PASB/WHO plans to carry out as part

of this program will be based on the points agreed by the Ministers and will

be coordinated with the activmt!es proposed by the specialized agencies and

fmnancing agencies.

Inter-American Development Bank

The programs bemng carried out by the countries with assistance from

PAHO/WHO and funds from the IDB as well as the plans for the years ahead are

based on the health policy established by the IDB. This policy, which was

drawn up with the assmstance of PAH0/WHO and is being mmplemented in close

cooperatmon with it, was set forth in a document dmstrmbuted to the health
services of the countries of the Continent.

The health policy of the IDB ms based on the recognltmon that the

improvement of the health conditmons mn the Regmon will help to foster economic

and social progress. It also states that the Bank will consider proposals for
health projects provmded they form part of national health plans and mndlcate

their importance mn the solution of health problems.
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Fields of Action

The Bank is prepared to provide financing in several areas. These
have been defined as a result of the discussions with PAHO/WHO and serve

as a basis for present activities and for immediate and future planning.

1. Health aspects of rural development

It includes infrastructure development with additmonal

facilities for the training of personnel and research.

Also special programs for rural sanitation, malaria

eradication, smallpox eradication, zoonoses control,

foot-and-mouth disease control, and other mass programs.

2. Construction and/or modernization of hospitals

It must form an important part of the overall plan of
of the country or be an essential element in the medi-

cal education program, aimed at the training of the pro-

fessional and auxiliary personnel needed to implement the
natzonal health plan.

3- Water supply and sewage disposal programs

The development of water supply and sewage disposal

systems in urban areas as part of health plans are also

taken into account, together with the rural programs.

4. Development of industries producing pharmaceutical and

biological products, nutrients, and medical equipment.

5. Education and training of health personnel

The shortage and uneven geographmcal distribution of

health personnel at all levels limits the execution of

health plans and efficient use of existing facilities.

The Bank will consider proposals, provided they have a

high priority as part of the national health plan.

6. The health aspects of economic and social development

The Bank is especially interested in the health aspects of

of economic and social development. A project for the

exploitation of water resources may be held up mf proper

attention is not paid to the alleviation or elimination

of health problems that reduce the productivity of workers.

The health implmcations of land settlement projects and

urban development projects must receive proper attention.
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7. Pre-znvestment studmes

As part of their support to pre-investment studies,
the Bank trzes to see to mt that studies of the health

aspects are included when the global loans contain pro-

visions relatmng to this field. It also attempts to

ensure that support is given in the pre-znvestment pro-
gram to projects aimed at promotmng health planning and
feaslbmtity studmes.

Examples of actzvitles bemng carried out in coordmnation with the
IDB are summarized below:

Water Supply and Sewage Dmsposal

In most projects the Organizatmon has provzded the countrzes with

technical assistance mn preparing plans and projects for the development

of water supply and sewage dmsposal systems. The first loan awarded by

the Bank was to Arequmpa zn 1961 and, since then, loans have been approved
mn the amount of 421 mmllion dollars for the construction of 3,595 water

systems and 265 sewerage systems_ benefmttmng 48 mmllion persons in rural

and urban areas. The population mncrease will make mt necessary to revise

the plans made in 1961 for achmeving the targets of Punta del Este. On
the basis of estmmates made in 1967 it will be necessary in the next few

years to provmde an additzonal 35 million urban residents and 45 million
persons living in rural areas wmth water supplies. Thms will entail total

investments mn excess of 2,000 millmon dollars in the years ahead. PAHO/WHO

has made a general appraisal of the situatmon and will plan its activities

in close relatmon with those of the IDB, once the countries decide on the

measures to take for solving thms new problem.

Modernizatmon of Medical Care Servzces

There are several projects in which PAHO/WHO is assistzng the Governments

mn preparing proposals for submission to the Bank. Of these the following are
under consideratmon:

A program for the Teaching Hospital of Honduras, the IDB financing of
whmch amounts to 3 mmllmon dollars, was drawn up with the assistance of PAHO/WHO.

It forms part of the national health plan _nd will enable the necessary health

manpower - physicians and nurses - to be trained for the health sector. In

E1 Salvador a smmilar plan ms being prepared for the Teaching Hospital. The
IDB has also awarded a loan of 3 mlllmon dollars for the mmprovement of the

"Jos_ de San Martin" Hospital de Clinicas in Buenos Amres, Argentina.

With respect to future programming and coordination, the implementa-

tion of national health plans will entaml recourse to national and interna-
tional sources of financing since the present resources of the public sector

are not enough to implement the programs.
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Education

The IDB is making loans to 15 countries to enable them to improve

their universitmes, in particular construct and expand facilities for the

teaching of the basic sciences including the health sciences. Examples of

thms type of assmstance are the University of Chile, the School of Public

Health of which received considerable financial support, and the Autonomous
Univers!ty of Santo Domingo (in medical education). Special mention must

be made of the PASB/WHO medmcal textbook program, the aims of which are to

provide low-cost medmcal textbooks for a total of approximately 85,000 medi-

cal students in about 130 Latin American medical schools. It entails the

formation of a revolving fund which will guarantee the continuity of the

program. It has made a successful beginning and negotiations are underway

with the Bank for financial support because of the magnitude of the project.

Biological Products

At the request of the Ministers of Health of Central America and

Panama, PASB/WHO prepared a technical report on the possibility of estab-

lishing an institute to produce sufficient biological products to cover

the needs of the health services of the area. This document was approved

by the X Meeting of the Ministers of Public Health of the countries of

Central America and Panama, and Guatemala was designated the host country

for the institute. PASB/WHO has appointed a consultant to assist mn the

definitive formulation of the project, the feasibility study for whmch is

bemng funded by the Central American Bank for Economic Integration. As

soon as the definitive project ms ready, the countries intend to apply to

the Inter-American Development Bank for a loan to help finance the buildmng

and equipping of the institute.

PAHO/WHO has also been helping the health authorities of Peru to

prepare a project for the construction and equipment of the new National

Instmtutes of Health, recently organized by the Government of Peru. It

envisages the organization and the development of institutes for diagnosms,

research, and production and control of biological products that will serve

health agencies and the animal health agencies of the country. The Goverr_ment

has expressed its intentzon to ask the IDB for a loan to help finance the project.

Control of Foot-and-Mouth Disease and Other Zoonoses

!

In addztmon to the importance to health of the availability of animal

protein, the Bank has been concerned by the financial losses in Latin American

countries caused by animal diseases, mn particular foot-and-mouth disease,
because of the restrictions it entails on livestock and livestock products and
the threat to disease-free countries. With the assistance of the Pan American

Foot-and-Mouth Disease Center, which is administered by PAHO/WHO, the Bank has

formulated a policy for loans for fznancing foot-and-mouth dzsease control cam-

palgns. Guidelines and criteria for the preparation and analysis of requests

were jointly prepared, as were the bases for evaluating the programs.
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The policy laid down by the Bank recognizes the importance of the
disease and mts repercussmons in reducing the productivmty in the live-

stock sector as well as limitations it imposes on the expansion of export
markets and the fact that it is an obstacle to the !ntegratmon of the

Central Amerzcan Common Market, since that area is free of the disease.

The Bank recognzzes that there must be a permanent mechanism for joznt

activities wlth PAHO/WHO through the Pan Amerzcan Foot-and-Mouth Disease

Center. So far, the Center has assisted the countries mn preparing their

program requests and, lately, in carrying out and evaluating programs. So

far, the IDB has made loans to Chile mn the amount of 2.5 mmllzon dollars

to fmnance the fmrst four years of a program, the total cost of which will
be 13.5 million dollars; to Paraguay mn the amount of 2.8 million dollars_

also to cover the cost of the fmrst four years of the program, the total

cost of whmch will be 7.5 million dollars; and to Argentzna in the amount

of 10.5 millmon dollars, for the fmrst four years of the program, the total
cost of whmch will be 48.5 mlllzon dollars. With the assistance of the Bank
and the collaboration of the Pan American Foot-and-Mouth Dmsease Center the

followmng projects have been prepared:

- Brazml. Large-scale program which wmll cover several states

and will be submitted to the Bank zn the fzrst quarter of 1969.

- Peru. Whmch wmll submmt a program durlng the second quarter

of 1969.

- Bolivia. Which plans to include, in additmon to foot-and-mouth
disease, paralytic rabies and brucellosis; the project will be

submztted to the Bank zn the fmrst quarter of thms year.

- Ecuador. It ms at present preparing a project and hopes to sub-

mmt it to the Bank in August of thms year.

- Colombma. It is preparing a program and hopes to submit it at
the end of 1969.

- Uruguay. The project wilt include, in addmtmon to foot-and-

mouth dmsease, hydatzdosis, whmch is a serious problem in that

country. The project may posslbiy be submitted early mn 1970.

- Venezuela. It has prepared a program and at present ms considermng

the advmsabilmty of obtamnlng financing from the Bank.

The future projections for jomnt actmvitmes will be aimed przmarmly at

the necessary support for the correct execution of the programs, periodic

eva!uatmon, and the redefinmtion of new program areas. As the Governments
decide to deal with zoonoses such as rabies, hydatidosls, tuberculosms, and

brucellosis, and the Bank and other financmng agencmes decide to contribute

funds for that purpose, the technical advice of the Organizatzon will be pro-

vmded through the Pan Amerzcan Foot-and-Mouth Dmsease Center.
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In conclusion, the document of the Inter-American Development B_uk

on health policy shows the varmous possibilities of obtaining funds for

dealing with the most Important problems in Latin America. Of course, the

possibility of embarking on programs mn line with the characteristmcs of

the problems will depend on the credit capacity of each country and of the
mmportance given by each Government to health investments. What has been

done so far shows the Important part played by the Bank in the short period

it has been in existence in the economic and social development of the
Continent.

V. SUMMARY OF PROCEDURES

To further strengthen coordination between organizations of the inter-

Amermcan system and the PASB/WHO the procedures in use may be summarzzed as
follows:

- Exchange of lnformatzon on the programs under study or !n

preparatmon, to ensure that the health sector is taken into
consmderation in development plans.

- Participation of PASB/WHO in studies of specific projects and

natmonal health plans being carried out in the countrzes with
the ass!stance of IA-ECOSOC/CIAP.

- More active partzcipation by PASB/WHO in the annual CIAP coun-

try reviews, includmng the preparation of workzng documents.

- Joint and periodical analysis of plans in which the health
sector ms or could be taken into consideration.

- Redefinition of priority areas for PASB/WH0 collaboration°

- Application of the IDB health policy and permanent coordzna-
tmon between the IDB and PASB/WHO will continue and accelerate

the solution of those problems which, because of their magnm-

tude and the investments involved, require the contribution of

external capital.

- Greater participation of PASB/WHO in the OAS science and tech-

nology program, in all projects concerned with biological and
health sciences.
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